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The show trials were the climax to Stalins purges.Stalin used the purges to 

eliminate areas of society which he considered undisirable.He used the trials to 

eliminate those whom he considered possesed the potential of becoming a 

threath to his postition in government. Stalin had come to power in the late 

1920's after the death of the Bolshevik party leader Vladimir Lenin. He had not 

played a significant role in the rise of the Bolshevik party in russia and was 

considered the 'outstanding mediocrity' by older members of the party such as 

Leon Trotsky. He was extremely pariniod and saw threaths to his power all 

around him.His greatest potential threaths were the men who had opposed him 

or even allied with him during his rise to power.He used the show trials as a 

prememtive strikes to consolidate absolute power by eliminating the groups in 

society which could pose a threath to him. 
                                                                                                                    

    The first show trial targeted two of stalins greatest potential threaths.Their 

names were Zinoviev and Kamenev.After Lenin's death in 1924 there were no 

clear sucessors to his position.Kamenev and Zinoviev had originaly worked with 

Stalin to eliminate Trotsky but then Stalin turned against them. Stalin succeded 

in exiling them from the party and taking power.They were however permited 

back into the party and this was something Stalin could not stand for as it 

presented a threath to his position.In 1934 Sergey Kirov,Zinovievs succesor in 

Leningrad,was assasinated.It is highly likely that this murder was carried out by 

the NKVD under stalins influence however Stalin accused Zinovites(supporters of 

Zinoviev) and Kamenites(supporters of kamenev) within Leningrad of the 

attack.A secret trial was held in which the two men were assured that their lives 

aswell as their family's lives would be safe if they confesed to the 

assasination.They also had to give a list of acomplaces. These accomplices were 

suggested and were included in the trial.Sergy Kirov had been the pretext to the 

first show trial but he was himself a great threath to Stalin.His popularity was 

rising and he even spoke out against stalin in Central Comitte meetings .Kirovs 

death eliminated him as a threath and was used to implicate other threaths for 

the show trial.Stalin used his death to help consolidate power .      
                                                                                                                    

       Zinoviev an Kamenev did not get off so easy in a second public trial. 

Stalin had put them to public trial possibly for propaganda and to further 

discredit them.Its also showed people around him that no one was safe from his 

purges. Again the two men confessed and this proved to be a fatal move.Along 

with most of their family, they were killed. These two old bolsheviks ,who were 

predominant in the party, were eliminated with great ease. They were however 

not the only victims.A civil war hero,the peoples commissar for 

communications,the Armenian communist party leader aswell as many old 

bolsheviks were charged with forming a terrorist organisation and targeting 



leading Soviets for assasination.The sixteen men accused were sentenced to 

death.These were all leading men of the day and Stalin saw how easily he could 

minipulate a situation to eliminate his enemies.All of the men had either the 

popularity or skill to potentialy present a threath to Stalins power and thus were 

executed so he could protect his position. 
                                                                                                 The second 

trial was called the trial of seventeen.It began in January 1937 and all but four 

of the defendants perished.This included four leading Bolsheviks.The devestating 

outcome of this trial was the confessions of men such as Radek. They were 

forced to provide the pretext for the next two show trials.They implicated one of 

Stalins last remaining former opposition groups.This group was know as the 

rightists.It consisted of men such as Bukharin and Rykov. The seventeen were 

charged as being Trotskyites and this brought evidence to the idea of a trotsky 

plot and implicated the military.Leon Trotsky had been the second in command 

to lenin and until he was defeated and exiled by Stalin,he was the favorite to 

succed Lenin.Stalin belived trotsky had a plot to eliminate him and take 

controll.Radek had been spared for implicating Bukharin,Rykov and marshal 

Tukhachesky in a Trotsky plot.Stalin had once again eliminated more potential 

opposition.More importantly however he had created a gateway to eliminate the 

more threathening and high ranking of his opponents. 
                   The third trial was the military trial.It is hard to tell if the military 

was actualy a threath to stalin but its association with Trotsky was enough to 

put many on trial. Trotsky had been a very popular commissar of war among the 

serving men.During his time in the post he had seen the armeis lack of skilled 

officers among the commanding ranks.To ensure military superiority in the civil 

war he appointed Ex-Tsarist officers to these roles.This was a secret trial.The 

Reason for this may have been that Stalin did not want to make it public 

knowledge that the armed forces may be willing to overthrow him.It accused 

defendents of being in a Trotskyist Anti-Soviet organisation.This trial desimated 

the army.in the army purge following around 54,000 red army officers and 

commissars were either dismissed,arrested or condemed to death.Even leading 

men such as marshal Tukhachevsky(Marshal of the soviet army) were not 

safe.Although this may have reasured Stalin it proved catastrophic in WW2 when 

Germany almost reached Moscow.It is also no coinsidence that half the accused 

were Jewish.There was a rise in antisemitisim at the time.Another reason Stalin 

heavily targeted jews may have been the fact that Trotsky was himself a jew.It 

may have been that Stalin feared the jews would raley to Trotsky.It is also 

somewhat ironic that the Jews were implicated in a 'nazi funded' trotsky 

plot.Stalin had eliminated the possiblity of a military coup.He feared Trotsky 

would appeal to his former commrades in the army to help him take away 

Stalins power. eliminating the higher ranking officers eliminated those who 

would have had more acces to trotsky.the potential military threath gone stalin 

now turned his attention to his former enemies the rightists. 

                                     The last great trial was the trial of twenty 

one.This trial swept through the high ranking politicians and some of Stalin 



greatest remaining enemies.He targeted the former embassadors toGreat 

Britain,France and Germany.These men had supported Trotsky in th 

succesorship of Lenin but their association with great european powers cannot 

be ignored.Kremlin doctors and others close to Stalin were targeted.Uzbek 

leaders and the secretary of Byelarussia were also accused.Most devistatingly 

the peoples commisars for the timber industry, agricultur, finance, foreighn 

trade and the fromer secretary of the central commitee were accused. Stalin was 

eliminating any opposition and would replace them with his famous 'yes men'.He 

was leaving no position of power alone.The men he targeted were all veterans of 

the Bolshevik party.Some like the ambassadors were well connected and could 

potentialy use contacts they had made internationaly to overthrow Stalin.Even 

the Nkvd were targeted including Yagoda who had overseen the interogations of 

the first trial.A small group of Nkvd officials new the truth behind the show 

trials.Yagoda was no exseption and had the potetial to damage Stalins 

reputation.Stalin elimanated many great men in this trial all in order to protect 

himself from potential threaths and to help consolidate his power. However the 

most important targets in the trial were Bukharin and Rykov. 
                                                                                                      Bukharin 

and Rykov represented the last remaining former oppositon to stalin.Bukharin 

was considered one of the great thinkers of the party and was a marxist 

theoritician.This great mind of the party may have been too clever for his own 

good.Stalin felt threathened by him even though Bukharin had professed his 

upmost loyalty to his freind Stalin, whom he addressed by the affectionate 

nickname Kobe, in a letter which Stalin kept till his death.Rykov had originl 

backed Lenin in the fight for leadership of the Bolshevik party.His deputy had 

already been executed,Kamenev, and at one stage Rykov was prime minister of 

russia.Stalin replaced him with molotov after a political defeat.Rykov was 

however one of the leading journalists of the time.The fact that he was a target 

sent a stark message to the newspapers of Russia who may attempt to slander 

Stalin.These men had been some of the greatest bolsheviks since the party took 

power but the evidence was stacked against them.The conffesions of men befor 

them deeply wounded their defence.They were executed and with that stalin had 

eliminated all the leading men around the time of his rise to power.Bukharin and 

rykov represented two of the last major possible threaths to Stalins power. 

                                                          Stalin had destroyed the 

party.With the trial of twenty one he had conslidated absolute power. Stalin used 

the trials to terrorfieing effect.After the trials he led people to belive that Yeshov 

had orchastrated them, this protected his image in the eyes of the people.His 

parinioa is evident from the broad and often seemigly random selection of 

people he put on trial.Many of those on trial had been senior members of the 

party when he was a mediocar manager of the Pravad(party newspaper).They 

were the people who had been his superiors and he felt threathened by them 

even after their political careers were over(Rykov or Trotsky are both prime 

examples)He eliminated anyone whom he considered a threath often these were 

people with a small conection to Trotsky.Trotsky had been exiled after his 



political defeat by Stalin.Stalin had no controll over him after his exile and this 

may have been what led him to believe he was plotting a coup.The strongest 

figures in the party were gone and the army was weak.Stalin had consolidated 

power but at what cost? 
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